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NEW QUESTION: 1
In which two places in the Chart Properties of a Gauge can
expressions be entered?
(Choose two.)
A. X and Y position of the object
B. Auto Minimize of the object
C. Number of major/minor units for the scale
D. Calculation Condition of the object
E. Show Condition of the object
Answer: D,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
Two routers are connected through serial interfaces and support
PPP encapsulation. Which parameters must be negotiated to
establish the PPP connection? (Choose three).
A. Magic-Number
B. Authentication password

C. MRU
D. IP address
Answer: A,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have an x86-based system with mirrored boot drives (cid0p0
and c2d0p0). To enable the system to boot off of the disk
(c2d0p0) which holds the secondary submirror when the primary
boot disk (cid0p0 ) fails, you need to configure the system to
see c2d0p0 as the alternate boot device. Which answer describes
the procedure used to configure the alternate boot device?
A. Edit the /boot/grub/menu. 1st file and add the following
information:
root (hdl,0,a)
kerne1 /boot/multi boot
module /boot/s86.miniroot-safe
B. Edit the bootenv. re file and enter a value for the
altbootpath parameter as follows:
altbootpath=c2d0p0 .
C. Use the kernel command to edit the boot entries in the GRUB
main menu as follows:
root (hdl,0,a)
kerne1 /boot/multiiboot
module /boot/x86.miniroot-safe
D. Press the space bar when the GRUB menu is visible during the
boot process to edit the
list of commands, and enter the command to boot from the
alternate disk drive.
Answer: A
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